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The route to one of Norway’s most innovative �sh farms winds north of Bergen for a couple of hours down narrow
roadways and through dark mountain tunnels from which you emerge to discover dramatic seascapes. Upon arrival
at the Sogn Aqua (https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/norway-showcases-halibut-farm-as-sustainability-
star/) land-based halibut farm in Bjordal, next to Norway’s longest and deepest fjord, the word “industrial” isn’t likely
to cross your mind.

That’s by design. There are no tall, factory-style buildings anywhere in bucolic Bjordal, so the farm itself is mostly built
into the ground, integrated into the surrounding landscape and community, notes Ole-Kristian Hess-Erga, quality and
development director for the company. The “snow white halibut” Sogn Aqua raises in a series of long, shallow
runways are marketed under the Glitne brand name, and coveted throughout Europe.

“Most visitors say that they have never seen a land-based farm like ours. It is harder to spot, and it does not protrude
from the ground. They did not know aquaculture could be done in such a way, and they like it,” said Hess-Erga.
“Especially chefs and restaurateurs �nd the farm fascinating. I believe most of our visitors know aquaculture can be
done in a good way.”

Which is precisely what the documentary “Aquaculture Pioneers (http://www.dongo�lms.com/pioneers#preview)”
aims to portray when it is �nally unveiled to the public in 2021, according to Tom Prins, aquaculture advisor to the
project from Dongo Films, a Belgium-based production company. Prins, a deal�ow manager with venture capital �rm
Aqua-Spark, based in Utrecht, has introduced his �lmmaker partner and sister Marjolijn Prins, who is the director, to a
number of cutting-edge operations like Sogn Aqua.

Dongo Films just launched a Kickstarter (https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/aquapioneers/aquapioneers)
campaign, with a crowdfunding goal of $360,000 for the shooting stage of the process, which is slated to begin this
summer. Prins told the Advocate that while Aqua-Spark helped raise funding for the 3-minute preview featuring Sogn
Aqua, which was shown last year at Seafood Expo Global in Brussels, the investment �rm is not a�liated with the
�lm.

Ole-Kristian Hess-Erga of Sogn Aqua talks about the halibut farm’s
innovative design. It will be featured in the upcoming documentary
“Aquaculture Pioneers.” Photo by James Wright.

Abalone being harvested by a diver off the coast of Western Australia.
Photo courtesy of Ocean Grown Abalone.
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“We want this to be a documentary that’s cared for by the entire industry – completely objective,” said Prins. “A lot of
this is about transparency. A group like [Sogn Aqua] is so open about their practices, how they feed, how they treat
their �sh and why, how they constructed the farm, how they raise the �sh from seed to harvest. They’re completely
open and proud about it. It’s rooted in animal welfare and care for the environment. It’s the new way for farmers. We
want to show the world that this exists, and that this is what we should demand.”

Hess-Erga said land-based farming is only part of the solution to produce more seafood in a responsible manner. He
supports traditional, ocean-based farming as well, if it’s done right.

“Demand for healthy and nutritious seafood will increase, and the only way to meet the demand is to sustainably farm
more seafood and manage the oceans better than we have done in the past. Education and trust are key, and the
documentary is part of this,” said Hess-Erga.

Flipping perceptions
The oceans are in crisis, the Dongo Films team states in its promotional materials, and aquaculture is eager to shed
its “legacy of fast expansion and bad practices.” With efforts like this �lm – showcasing innovation and sustainability-
minded production – the perceptions of the industry may eventually become more positive. It’s an approach that has
already worked on the �lmmakers themselves.

“In my introduction to world of aquaculture, I had no idea what it was,” said Marjolijn Prins. “My perspective is now
in�uenced by the best stories that have gone around. At Seafood Expo I was inspired by the entrepreneurs and how
they get inspiration from nature, from the ocean and where they live.”

The Dongo team is aware that it needs to show that the production standards being upheld by the documentary apply
to the entire spectrum of species being farmed today: “I don’t want to just cover expensive, rich people’s foods,” said
Tom Prins. “We’re looking at global aquaculture production, species that are consumed all around the world on a large
scale. Tilapia, in terms of volume, is three times as big as salmon and farmed in a lot more places.”

Other aquaculture out�ts the �lmmakers plan to include are Ocean Grown Abalone in Western Australia, which
operates inside a protected marine park; tilapia producer Chicoa Fish Farm
(https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/model-tilapia-venture-shows-mettle-mozambique/) in Mozambique;
McFarland Springs Trout in Northern California, USA; and Blue Evolution
(https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/with-entrenched-aquaculture-views-alaska-weighs-future-in-
farming/), a seaweed producer with farms in Baja California, Mexico, and Alaska, USA.

Photo courtesy of Blue Evolution.
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“[Many people] don’t realize that aquaculture is taking place in the most pristine areas of the world,” said Tom Prins.
“We wanted to capture a shared vision of what aquaculture looks like and what it can do for the world. We just think
the world needs more good stories about aquaculture.”
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